Schluter®-KERDI-DRAIN-H
Drain with horizontal outlet
Relocating a drain for a shower can be extremely challenging and potentially expensive in many remodeling and renovation projects, and in many situations, using a vertical connection is not possible or practical. The new KERDI-DRAIN-H flange with horizontal drain outlet provides a horizontal connection to the drain pipe and is available in ABS or PVC with a 2" outlet. The horizontal outlet allows the drain to be connected to an existing drain pipe and P-trap away from the new drain location. Connecting to existing plumbing from a new drain location can significantly reduce demolition work and cost of the project. In situations where there is no access to the space below the floor, the horizontal drain outlet can bring an otherwise impossible project into the realm of possibility.

Take your Drain in a New Direction

Relocating a drain for a shower can be extremely challenging and potentially expensive in many remodeling and renovation projects, and in many situations, using a vertical connection is not possible or practical. The new KERDI-DRAIN-H flange with horizontal drain outlet provides a horizontal connection to the drain pipe and is available in ABS or PVC with a 2" outlet.

The horizontal outlet allows the drain to be connected to an existing drain pipe and P-trap away from the new drain location. Connecting to existing plumbing from a new drain location can significantly reduce demolition work and cost of the project. In situations where there is no access to the space below the floor, the horizontal drain outlet can bring an otherwise impossible project into the realm of possibility.

ABS

PVC
Typical Applications

Residential Construction

- Slab-on-grade construction
- Basements
- High-rise condominiums & apartments
- Wood frame homes

Commercial Buildings

- Suspended concrete
- Post-tension concrete
- Buildings with old, vertical chases
- No access below floor
Function & Design

KERDI-DRAIN-H is identical in every way to the existing Schluter®-KERDI-DRAIN with the exception that the outlet is horizontal instead of vertical. The drain includes the integrated bonding flange and is part of the complete Schluter®-Shower System for constructing waterproof tiled showers. It is available in both PVC and ABS with a 2" outlet.

Key Benefits

- Position drain regardless of the floor cutout / P-trap location
- Lightweight, easy and quick installation solution
- Reduce labor cost
- Integrate with Schluter®-Shower System components
- Only raise shower floor approximately 4 inches

Schluter®-KERDI-SHOWER-CB

Compensation Board

The KERDI-SHOWER-CB compensation board can be used to accommodate the drain body and waste pipe height to facilitate the installation of the KERDI-DRAIN-H in conjunction with the KERDI-SHOWER-T/-TS/-TT shower trays. Using the compensation board is a time and cost-effective alternative to pouring concrete and can be easily cut to size to fit the required space and to fit around the drain and waste pipe. A Schluter® prefabricated shower tray can then be installed on top of the compensation board.